GOOD CATCH from The American Club
Corrosion of Twist Lock Foundations
and Pad Eyes
A general cargo vessel had been modified to carry containers on the cargo
Various twist lock foundations and pad eyes had been welded to the hatch
Description hatches.
covers to secure containers. While the vessel was in port preparing to offload and
load containers, the newly arrived Chief Officer noticed that many of the twist lock
foundations and pad eyes were significantly corroded. He raised his concern with
the Master. They jointly inspected them and found them likely be unsafe due to the excessive corrosion.
The Master called the vessel management company who made arrangements to offload the remaining
containers, find a lay berth and make repairs. The vessel spent 2 days at the lay berth and then resumed
its schedule without incident.
The incident was written up as a near miss by the Chief Officer who correctly felt that several of the fittings
and pad eyes were on the verge of failing and containers could have subsequently been lost or seriously
damaged.

Actual
Damages

The delay cost the vessel management company just under $27,000 in berth
fees plus an additional $18,000 to remove and replace 25 heavily corroded
twist lock foundations and 38 heavily corroded pad eyes. During that time, the
crew worked to preserve the remaining twist lock foundations and pad eyes.
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Potential
Damages

Prevention

Had the repairs not been made and the vessel experienced the heavy weather
that had been predicted on their intended route, it is possible that several
containers would have been lost overboard or damaged. Costs for the containers
could have exceeded $50,000 per container not including any damage to the
vessel from unsecured containers.

★ Mariners should raise safety concerns when they see something that they
know or suspect is not safe.
★ Twist lock foundations and lashing gear pad eyes should be inspected
regularly to ensure they are not damaged or corroded.

★ Mariners should be especially vigilant regarding new or non-routine operations such as loading
and carrying containers on general cargo vessels.

When you identify a hazard before something goes wrong...

it’s a Good Catch.

When you stop an operation before something bad happens...

it’s a Good Catch.

When you recognize and say something about corrosion
that may have weakened the ability of twist lock foundations
and pad eyes to properly function...

that’s a Good Catch, too!

The American Club would like to specially
thank Independent Maritime Consulting, LLC
for their contribution to this document.
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